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The thrust of the pitper iis toward answering “What conditions on x end Y are suffi 
cient to insure that X >: Y h,azl property Q ?” I-portant results by section are: 3. Suppc 1 SC: 
X is subcompact (has a odiscete closed cdver of compact subsets). If X 1s c:ollectionwi:c 
nxmal and Y is para<: mpact (metacompact, screenable), then X x Y is patacompact 
(metacompact, screenable). If # is T2 and Y is subparacomgdct, then .X x 1’ is s&par+ 
compact. 4. Let X be metriz:al>le and Y have the Ggproperty.. If Y is &c.reenable (meta- ’ 
compact, subparacompuct), then X X Y is screenable (metacc~~mpact,,subparacompact), 
5. The product of a T2, paraclmpact, sequential space with a countably compact, nornna;l 
space is collectionwise normal. 6. X X Y is an F-product if X ils Tz, , pqacompact, and 
sequential while Y is ccuntably compact and normal, or if X is coltlectionwisz normal and 
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This paper on the produ#ct of two I:opoiogical spalces i devoted to 
answer’ng the ‘-y uestion : “If Q is a given property, what conditions on X 
and Y a w sufficient o inscrr ethat X :K Y will have property Q?“’ 
The question is answered for five primary values of Q: subparacompact, 
metacompact, screenable, rx)llectionwise normal, anid F’-pwDduc,t. Secorr- 
darily , we establis results for Q equa.1 to paracompact, countably paza- 
* This paper represents aportic,n of a doctoral dbsertation w&ten under the direction af Dr. 
Hodel at Duke University. 
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compact, countably metacompact, and countably subparacompact. 
We may summarize, the most important results by section as follows. 
Section 3: Let X ba: subcompact (i.e. X has a o-discrete closed cover 
of compact subsets). Ef X is collectionwise normal and Y is paracompact 
(or metacompact or screenable), then X X Y is paracompact (or meta- 
compact or screenabljz). If X is T, and Y is subparacompact, hen X X Y 
is subparacompact. 
Section 4: Let X bls metrizable and Y have the C;,-property (i.e. every 
closed subset of Y is ;A G, ). If Y is screenable (or metacompact or sub- 
paracompact), then Jf X Y is screenable (or metacompact or subpara- 
compact). 
Section 5: The product of a T, paracompact sequential space with a 
countably compact nortnal space is collectionwise normal. l 
Sectisn 6: X X Y is an F-product if X is T,, paracompact and sequen- 
tial while Y is countably compact and normal, or if X is collectionwise 
nor~mal nd subcompact mwhile Y l HCl/ra- nmrl nfirmrhc iS pXaCGiiipa~,r QIIU IIUI 11141. 
Most of the proolfs herein are constructive and generally unintelligible 
without the aid of 13 diagram. it is suggested that during the reading of 
each product proof the reader draw a Cartesian quadrant with X and Y 
axes and sketch on it a geometric interpretation of the proofs details. 
X and Y always denote topological spaces. All spaces (including para- 
compact spalzes) have only those separation properties explicitly ascribed 
to them, i e. we do not assume all spaces are T, or T,. 
2. Preliminaries 
A number of non-trivial known and easy unpublished results will be 
needed. These, along with a few definitions, are included in this section. 
In succeeding sections it will be assumed that the reader has these pre- 
liminaries in mind. 
Definition 2. A cohlection V of subsets of X is dkscrete iff the closures 
of elements of V ar: mutually disjoiItt and V is closure preserving. 
Equivalently - arId this is well b: CC':; - W is discrete iff every point 
of X has an open ne,ighborhood irdfersecting at most one element of W. 
efinition 2.2. X is [countabiy) ‘11) paracompact, (2) metacompact, 
(3) screenable, (4) sifdbparacompact iff every (countable) open cover of 
X has a (1) locally finite open, (2) point finite open, (3) o-disjoint open, 
(4) o-discrete closed refinement. 
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efinition 2.3. X is coilectlic HW~.W nsrmal iff given 21 discrete collection 
9 = IF&: cy E A ) of clcsed subsets of X there is a disjoint collection 
V = {cl Q : a E A } of oj3en subsets of X with Fa C 0, ftor ;a11 at in A _ 
agami [ 17, p. 843 :showt!d that “1c may be chosen to !X discrete. 
Theorem 2.4. Every paracorupact T, space is regular and normal. EverJp 
paracompact Norma! space ip collectionwise normal. 
This is well known -- see [ 7, p. 731 and [ 2, p. 17 I ] . 
Theorem 2.5. Every paracolnpact normal space is st~bplamrcompact, 
This s known but unpublished. A proof is left to1 thle rtader. 
Theorem 2.6. Suppost.~ 33 = ( VP: p E B ) ami Cv = ( Ua : a: E A ) are col- 
lections of subsets oj‘.X w&/z each element of 33 contaked in some ele- 
ment of W Theft there is a collection 
X such that: 
W= {c”, : a: E A]- of subsets of 
(i) KLy C U for ar’l ix in A. 
(ii} UW = Ua;l. 
(iii) If 31 is a point finite open, locally finite open, mutuall’y disjoint 
o*pen, discrete open, or discrete closed collection, then, so is W. 
Proof. Let A be well-ordered and set 
Conditions (i)-(iii) follow Ieasily from the definition of 99. •I 
Caution: many of the WY might be empty. 
In all further mate:riab, we shall use the same set to index both a 
cover and its refinement. ‘Li’ the same index appears as a subscript for 
both an element of a cover and a refining set, the rc:firnrTlg set will be a 
subset of the cover elemem:. Theorem 2.6 justifies this procedure. 
The following utility lemma includes a number of special cases. Its 
(trivial) proof is left to the reader. 
ma 2.7. Suppose Cu =: ( 0’ : a 6~ A ) is a di’screte (disjoint  ) collectiorl 
bsets of X, f0.r each (Y in 2, T = { Vap : 0 E B ) is a discrete (dis- 
joint) collection of sz&sets oj’ Y, arfd for each pair ‘:$I, iMa, c UO. 7% 
is a discrete (disjuint) collection of subsets of X X Y. 
3, Subcompact spaces and products 
This bection was inspired by a paper of Morita [ 161. The reader is .a 
urged to see it first. 
The foliowing theorem may be verified without excessive travail [see 
[ 7, p.673 for typical proofs). 
Theorem 3.1. Let X be ~11 compact space. If Y is paracompact or screen- 
able or metacompact, so is X X Y. If X is T, and Y is subparaconzpatt, 
then X is subparac~~rnpact. 
We generalize this result by the irltroduction of subcompact spaces. 
DefKtion 3.2. X is :;ubcompact iff X has a o-discrete cover of closed 
compact subsets. 
The next theorem gerieralizes 3.1. Note that every compact T, space - 
is subcompact and collectionwise normal. 
Theorem 3.3. Let X be subcompact. Then: 
(a) If* X is I‘, , Y i.s X Y is subparacom- 
pact. 
(b) If X is coIlectionM ise normal, while Y is paracompact and normal, 
then X X Y is paracompact. 
(c) If X is co&ctionwLse normal, and Y is screenable, then X X Y is 
scretinable. 
(d) If X is collectionwise normal, and Y is metacompact, then X X Y 
is metacompact. 
Theorem 3.4. X is paracompac t, normal, and a countable union of 
locally compact closed si$bsets iff’;;’ is subcompact and collcctionwise 
normal. 
After proving Theorem 3.4 we shal prove only part (d) 
3.3. The proof of(c) is 
(b) is a direct result of 
rem of I’vlorita [ 16, I). 559 : Ilf X is paracompact, normal, and a countable 
union of locally compact closed subsets, while Y is paracompact and 
normal, then X X Y is paracompact. 
roof of Theorem 3.4. (-*) X is collectionwise normal by Theorem 2.4, 
x is paracompact by Theorem 2.5. To see that X is subcompact, let 
x= EN I$, where eaC I Hn is closed and locally compact. 
Fix II, and for each p in HP, . let Up be a neighborhood of p open in 
k?!, such that (V )- is compact. Hn is a closed subset c%,f the subpara- 
compact space f, so it is subparacompact. The collect Iion { Crp ::p E kin ) 
is an open cover of H,, so it lhas a o-discrete closed refinement 9 = 
U jEN ~~j in which each ~j is discrete. Note that yn i:rs acr-discre?e 
collection of closed sets in X cb hich covers HR. Furthermore, each ele- 
ment of TI is a closed, hence compact subset of some (Lb)-. 
Finally, let 9 = U, ,E.N 9&.. Then 7 is a s-discrete caller tion of corn- 
pact subsets of X co&ring X. 
(*) X is obviously normal. ‘We show that 
(a) X is a countable union of locally compact closecll subsets, and 
(b) X is subparacomptict. 
Since every subparacompact collectionwise normal space is par;icompact 
[ 3, Theorem 3.41, ihis will complete the proof. 
Let e= u ,lEN en be a cover of X such that each en = CC,,,: /3<: dan } 
is a dkcrete collection of closed compact subsets. 
(a) For each IZ in N let Cn := l.R&. Each Cn is closed., UnEN C,, -3 X, 
and each CpI is locally compact because ach element of (?, is both open 
and closed in Cn, as well as compact. Thus X is a countable union of 
locally compact tlosed subsets;. 
(b) Let cU= ( u,r : a E A ) be an open cover of X. For each pair n, p, 
[Ua n C,,: ace A} isal onen cover of the compact nlormal set Cti and, 
hence, has a finite closer 
4=u u 
rkfinement 9&. It is readily seen that 
9 nEN pt~B,, np is a o-discrete closed refinement of‘ ‘-‘1c. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.3(d). Let % be an open cover of X >(I Y. We shall 
find a point finit: open refinement V? of %. Let {Ci,: i E N, 01 E Ai) 
be a closeld cover of X such that each Cia is cornpact and (Ci,: or E Ai) 
is a discrete colkction for each i in N. 
X is collectionwise normal., so for each i in N there is a discrete open 
collection {& : a E Ai _ We in X with Cl, c Lia for till a in Aj. 
Assertion: For each J E Y ;md each pair i, (b:, there is an ispen neighbor- 
hood Vjay o 7 v and a finite system (Miayi: 1 < j G sj,, ) of open subsets 
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of ‘LX’ such that Mi~vi x viay is contained in some element (call it Qpi> 
of CU for I G j G siay and Ciiy C U;$y Miclyi C L, l 
Pmof of de Asserckm: Fix y and i, or. For each x in Cia, (x, p) belongs 
to some element, say UX, of Cu. Let &IX and Vx be open sets in X and Y, 
respectively, chosen SO that MX C & and (x, f) E M, X Vy C Ux. Cia, is 
compact and covered by the MX9s, so there is a finite subcolleciion 
W 
EM 
iayi’: 1 \< j G siaJt } covering CiQ. Let Viay z CI~$’ Vxj. Then ~~i~~ and 
. l 1 < j < S. .I satisfy the conditions of the assertion. 
%kach pair r< {: P’. : y E Y) is an open cover of the metacompact 
space Y and thus admit?: point finite open refinement 39 icu = {‘“/iay: 
Set 
Then 92 is the requi:red refinement. 
(i) Each elemenl, of 92 is clearly open. 
(ii) Each element, of %! is contained in some element of V: 
R ibid ’ M’iavi X Wiav ’ Ml~~j x ~~(yv ~ ~i*vj ’ 
. 
(iii) 92 covers X >: Y: Given (x, y) in X X Y, let i be the least integer 
with x in Ci. Let QI be the element of Ai with x E Ci~. There must be a 
y’ in Y with y E WitryP. Then x E M. for some j, and hence (x, y) E 
M iciv’jX ‘icuy’ ’ But J= $C Ck for k < 1, so ; 
_w’i 
CX, v)' nYi*y'i X Wicxy’ -- U Ck X Y ~ Ri*~‘j ’ 
k<i 
(iv) %? is point finite: 
(a) viol is point I’inite for each pair i, (II: Let (XJ) E XX Y. The point 
y belongs to at mart a finite nu,mber of elements of W. , and each of 
these is part of on& a finite number of non-empty elements of viol’ 
Thus (x, y) belongs to at mo!st a finite number of elements of ?I$.~. 
(b) For a fixed i, ifcuJ% Ai and (IY + p, then 
( 
~ic( ) ‘~ (UcIQlip) ’ (Li(y ’ Y) “l (Li, ,‘! ~*) =’ 8 . 
(~5) 9? is poiht %imite: Let (x, y) E X X Y. There is an i, {namely the 
least i strch that x E Ci> suc!~ that (x, JP) $: RiaVj for i’ > i, . Moreover, by 
(b), for each i tess xhan i, there is but doze ~1 sLch that (x,y) can be 
covered by Qia. Hence (x, 2~) can be covered by at most i, of the collec- 
tions via, rend each of these is point finite. Thus (_y,y )I belongs to finitely 
many elements of ‘)2. II 
4. Analogues sf a 
In 1953, Michael showe:tl [ 14, p. 8371 : 
Using methods similar to Michael’s we can show that if X ha!c ;Ihe C,- 
property and is screenable or subparaconrpact or metacompact, while Y 
is metrizable, then X X Y isI screenable or subparacoimpact or mWlcom- 
pat t. In fdct, we can weaken the conditions on Y in every case apd those 
on X in one case. 
Theorem 4.3. I&LX is subp~acompact c;ind has the Cl;,-,properrv, w?tile Y . 
is a ca-space, then L X Y is 31rabparaaompac&. 
TO see that Theorenes 4- ,2, 4.3 ancll 4.4 are improvements on the 
simplest analogues to Mic:b,ael’s theorem, note the folliowing facts. Fi:-st, 
ever:,’ screenable space wittlh the 6, -property is hereditarily screenable* 
Second, every :metric space has a o-discrete base [ 2, p. 1 ‘IS] which is, ol’ 
COI’ J #;e, a-disjc>i:1 t and a-point-finite. Third, every metric space is :a O- 
space [ 191. The reader may also be interested in 1 13, Prop. 2.5]; htz 
shows: 1:X ic aA re;;ular, subparacompact P-space, while v is a re 
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subparacompact Z-space, then X X Y is subparacompact. 
familiar with a-spaces ihould see [ 201. 
eaders un- 
heorem 4.2. Let clg = {~@EB} beanopencoverofXXY 
and Ui, wibeabaseForY,where 3:=(Via:~EAi) s a disjoint col- 
lection for each i in N. 
F’or each pair i,cr and each p, let ZiQs be the largest open set in X such 
~~l’at Ziap X vicy ’ t’a ’ ;;~i~~ may be empty. For fixed i, Q, {Z,,, : j3 El? } 
is’ an open covw of the open subset Zia = U (Z,B : $ E B ) oTX, SO it has 
a u-disjoint open refinelment 34,, =: UkEN Wiok, where 3cJiok = 
{~~i~kp’ c3’e}, 
Let hi, = C Wiakn x I/iLy ’ aEAi,pEB}.ThenCX!=UikEN9Zikisthe 
required o-disjoint open refinement of cld as follows: ’ 
(i) Each cf?, is a m~~tutially disjomt collection by Lemma 2.7 and is 
clearly an open collecltion. 
(ii) Each element of 3e is contained in some element of 2( : 
w i&3 ’ ‘ia ’ ‘iap “ia ’ ‘0 ’ 
(iii) 3e covers X X “6: Given (x, y ) in X X Y, there is a pair i, IQ~, a 0 in B 
and an open set T in X such that (:lr, y j E T X Via: c Uflt. Then (x, v) E 
“:[ap’ X Viol. NOW there must be a k in N and a p in B such that x E Wiolko. 
Then (X, y) E WirvkP >I: vi*. 0 
‘ilmf of 
<K, z 
eurem 4.3. Let Ui~~ e a o-discrete closed net in Y. Let 
icvp and ~icu be 2Lj in iht: preCC;rhr, y~v--_. ‘, _ 0 nrnnf Cince X has the G,-proy- 
erty, we may let eac:3 Zi(y = ui,,h$~ where each Mi,li is closed in X. 
For each triple i, I:Y, j, {Zi(yp n Hiaj : @E B} is an open cover of subpara- 
compact subset Hi(yi’ so it has a refinement UnEN C).Ciarin, where 3c. . =I 
‘i: “iaj*fl : p E B ) is a ‘discrete closed collection in Hi4/ (and hence ik%) 
iirld Ki~j~p (9 2 
Let 
iarp n High for all p and /I. 




Then \9’2 is the required o-discrete closed r 
Is a discrete collection by 
cZosed collec tmon. 
(ii) Each element 01’ ‘2 is contained in some element of %: 
(iii) 34 covers X X Y: Given (x, J-Q in X X Y, there js a pair i, cy, a p’ in .r3 
and an open set T in X such that (x2 v) E TX ~iio, C U#. Then (XJ) f: 
Ziap’ X I/i(y . NOW x E kfiaj for some j, SO there IIXJS~ be a pair I-I, fi with 
x ’ $ainp l Tnus (x, Y:, E Kiainp X ~irr. t3 
To prove Theorem 4.4 we need a definition and Wee lemmas. The 
first of the lemmas is reputed to be folklore; it is no/t difficult to pave. 
The second W- ,.d third lemmas are similar to [ 14, last paragraph p. 837) 
and [ 14, Proposition 131, respectively. Proofs are leflc to the reader. 
Definition 4.5. ,Y is wrte:~acompact Sff every open cover of X has a 
a-point-finite open refinement. 
Lemma 4.6. Ij’X is a-metacompact and countably metacompact, then 
X is metacompact. 
Lemma 4.7. If .X has the ‘c, -property and Y is a wpacSe, then X X Y 
has the G, -property. 
Lemma 4.8. Every F. subset of a metacompact spcre is metacompact. . 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. First note that, by Lemma 4.7, X X Y has the 
G, -property and hence [ 8, p. 4461 is countably m&acompact. Thus by 
Lemma 4.6 it suffices to show that X X Y is o-metxompact. A demon- 
stration of the latter pron:bosition may be given by substituting the term 
‘bpoint finite” for the wcxrd “disjoint” in the proo:: of Ttieorem 4.2. 
Lemma 4.8 is necessary ogly to justify one of the steps of that proof. 
To end the section we: ;$ve (without proof) a theorem very similar to 
4.4. Its proof involves Lekma 4.7 a:rld methods similar to those CXuyams 
bsed in [ 19, Theorem 4.161. 
eorem 4.9. If X is metacompact and has the G, -property, while Y is 
a COZlectionwi~Se normal &space, then x X Y is rnetac~~~~~pa~t~ 
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5. Ala extension of ii tborem of Dieudonni 
The following theorem was published by Dieudonne in [4] during 
Theorem 5.1. If X is a first countable paracompact T, space, and Y is 
42 countab!y compact normal ‘rl space, then X X Y is normal. 
Sequential spaces (which generalize first count.able spaces) were 
Gudied by Franklin [ 51 and Fleischer [ 63. 
In the following theorem, Dieudon&‘s hypotheses are weakened and 
5is conclusion strengthened. 
Theorem 5.2. If’X iJ seauerz.?al. uaracompact arid T2 + while Y is could- i 
rlti6Zy compact and r,ro&zal, then&X X Y is colZectio,zwrse normal. 
7-s U&IS theorem was proved independently by the author in 11;s disser- 
tation and by Komiarov L f ! ! , Theorem 1.11. The readeb is referred to 
f 111 for a proof. 
b 
An interesting lemma follows which may be used for the proof of 
Theorem 5.2 and will be needed for other results.. 
Lemma 5.3. Stqq7sw Y is countably compczct, X is sequential, x E X, 
1y c X X Y is closed ,!:lnd V C Y is open with L?(x) C V (H(x) is dejked 
~1s { y E Y: (x, y ) E ti!’ ) J. The11 there is an open neighbokhoon! U oj‘x 
st,och t-hat 2 E 0 impr l’es H[z ) C V. 
Proof. Let U = (z: H’(z) C V). By the definition of a sequential space, 
rrJ will be open iff whenever p E U and a sequence {a,, } converges to p, 
then {a,) is eventually in U. We want to assume & is not open and 
arrive at a contradicl-ion; so suppose p and {a,,} are as above, but {a,, ) 
is not eventually in 1’7. Then there is a subsequent: (b,} of (a,) with 
.H(b,) $ V for all m in N. For each m let t, be a point of H(b,) not 
9elong~ng to V. 
Since Y is coun~‘lsly cornpal& {t, } has a cluster point ~3 in Y. Since 
i.i, ) is contained in the closed! set Y - V, q E Y -- Y. Jt follows easily 
that (p, q? is a cluster point of the closed set H and hence belongs to H. 
‘73-1~s 4 E H(p) i’ V, a contradiction. o 
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mma 5.4. If X is set/uentW and Y is countably c~mpac?, thepz rx tthe 
projection fiuxt~o~l from .X ): Y to X) kk closed. 
v 
in 
Lemma 5.4 follows from Lemma 5.3 by taking x E X .- Q(H) and 
= 8 . 
We may use this machineryr to grind out a simple original theorem (5~3) 
an elegant manner. Note tnat Theorem 5.6 implies that the space of 
Theorem 5.2 is countably paracompact as well as collectiorrwise normal. 
In his proof of [ 9, Theorem I ] Hanai essentially shows the following, 
among other things. 
Theorem 5.5, if X is countably paracompact (countlably meftzcompact) 
and f is a closed contirwous j’unction from Y onto X such that f - It (x) 
is coun!ably compact fk~r eath x E X, then Y is couutabiy paracompact 
(count6 VY metacom;lacr). . 
Theorem 5.6. Let Y be couutably compact and X bc sequenticll. 
(i 1 Jf X is countably parac:ompact, so is X X Y. 
(ii; if X is countably melsrcompact, so is x’ X Y. 
Proof of Theorem 5.6. y ILemma 5.4, Q.: AT X Y + X is closed. Since 
Q is also continuous and orto and C$ (x) = ix) x Y is countably com- 
pact for each x in X, the result is immediate from Theorem 5.5. D 
The author’s paper [ I 2’ J ciiscussts countably subplaracompact spaces. 
iiere is a product theorem for countably subparacompact spaces. 
Theorem 5.7. If X is sequential and subparacompact while Y is couu- 
tably compact and normal, then X X Y is countably wbparacompact. 
Proof. X is countably nretacompact by [ 12, Theorem 2.51: so XX Y is 
countably metacompact by ‘Theorem 5.6. Hence by [ ii!, Theo:em 2.51 
it suffices to show that .r ); 1” is subnormal. We may tet H, and & be 
disjoint closed subsets of X >: Y and find disjoint C$ sets G, and Gz 
about H, and ffz (it is easily seen that this procedun: is equivalent to 
the definition of subnormaility given in [ 12, Def. 2.41). 
Fix x in X. 69, (x) and H,, (x) are disjoint closed subsets of Y, so there 
tire disjoint open sets u’,, ind Uzx in IY with H, (x) c U,, a&i B;(x) C 
U 2x’ By Lemim 5,3, there :is an open neighborhood W,, of x such that 
zE %x implies If, (2) (1 U., *, and an open neighborhood W,, of x such .k _- 
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tInall 2 E W,, implies ii,(z) C tJzx. Let WX = W,, r~ W,, . Now free x. 
The collection {I%;. - K E X) is an open cover of subparacompact 
space X, so it has a o-discrete c!osed refinement # - = tJnGN cKn, where 
each 31, = { KnX : x E X } 1 is a discrete collection with KiX CT W # for all 
J: in X, Llet 
F zn =lJ{K,,X(Y-U2,):xEX]. 
Since each 35, is a dkcrete closed collection, F,, and F2,r are both 
closed for each n in N. 
Now set 
G, = .n (XXY)-Fin, G,= fI (XXY)-F,,, . 
,vaEN nEN 
“1 hen: 
(i) G, and G, are clearly @a sets in X X Y. 
(ii+ c G, : Let (x, y) E H, - It suffices to show (x,y) $ F,, for any 
n, so fix ~1. 
(a) If X 4 K # 
(b) If’x f$ KZt 
for any x’ in, X, clearly (x, y) 4 Jrln. 
for some X’ in X (there is at most one), then 
x E wlX* * y E HJx’) c II& =) y 6 Y- ll,x, =$ (x,y) 4 K& x (Y-- qJ 
* (x.yj$Fl,. 
(iii) Simikrly, H2 z G, . 
(iv) G, n G, = $9: Sufpose (x,y) E 15,. Then (x, y) 4 F,, for any ~7. 
However, there is a pair 1-7: .x’with x E KnfXI. Then since (x,,v) 4 I$,,, ;:’ 
must be in U,,,. Thus y E Y- UTXI, so (x,y) E K,j,Xt X (Y- U2X). Hence 
(x, y) E Fznt im@lyin,g (x,y) & C,. Cl 
6. F-prsdue ts and dijmension theory 
The ter’m F-product was introduced by .?. Nagata as an aid in studying 
the dimension of product spaces. !See [ 181.) We shall show that the 
spaces of Theorems 5.2 and 3.3(b) are F-products. This will enable us 
to establish Theorem 6.6 concerning the dimension of a product. 
efiniDion 6.1. An open (closed) rtpctapzgle in X x Y is a set of the form 
V X W where V is an open (closed) subset of X and W is a21 open (closed) 
subset of Y. 
efinitio .2 (Nagata). X X: Y is an F-priz!uct iff given disjoint closed 
setsHandKofXXYtherei,sanopencoverq= {V :ar~A}ofXxY 
&md a ciosed cover c3= {:FQ : CY E A ) of A’ X Y such thzt: 
(i) Fi consists of closed rectangles and %! of open rectangles. 
(ii) V is o-locally finitec 
(iii) FQ C Ua for all a in A. 
(iv) Cu refines {(X X ‘U) --. H, (X X Y) - K } . 
Theorem 6.3. If X is sequcnt,!aZ, paracompact aYtd T, , +vhile Y is coun- 
tably compact r;nd flormul, then X X Y is an F-product. 
Theowm 6.4. If X is colZectionwisr= irormal akld subcompact, while Y l’s 
paracompact c?nd novnal, then X X 1’ is an F-prGduc1. 
In view of Theorem 3.4, Theorem 6.4 extends a result of Nagata [ 18, 
Proposition 31. In the same paper, Nagata showed: 
Theorem 6.5. iS X and 1’ are norz-empty with Ind X z< IT tvhiie Ind Y G tn . 
and X X Y is a totally ~~marl F-product, tkvz Ind (X X Y) G n + m. 
The next theorem follows immediately from 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5. 
Theorem 6.6. Suppose ,Y ~Y,L,’ Y are as given in either Tkorem 6.3 or 
Theorem 6.4. If Ind X :6 n, 1 nd Y < m and X X Y’ is totur’lv :lormaI, then . 
Ind(X X Y) G n + m. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Let I;/ and K be disjoint close;d sets in X x Y. Fix 
x in X. Since Y is normal, there are disjoint open sets VHx and, I$, as 
well as open sets V;lxx am! Vh, in Y such that H(x j c:. V& c rhx c: V;+ 
and K(X) c vix c vkx c vK,. 
4 . 
Using Lemma 5.3 we can find an opera neighborhood 2. of ,Y such 
” that z E Z* implies H(z) C l’;ry and K(z) C Vix. 
The collection {Z, : x E X )’ is a.n open cover of the paracompact spao; 
X, so there is a locally finite open refinement { IVx : x E X) of it. Since 
X is normal, there is an open cover {IV; : x E Xj of X with K’k c ‘&c’x fox 
all x in X. 
Let 
Put d! = 9& w 9”r and zd = Cl& u 91K. Then 
(i) Tis a closkd cover of X X Y consisting of closed rectangles. 
(ii) ?I is a 1oc;illy finite open cover of X X Y consisting of open rec- 
tangles. 
(iii) ti;‘], >: d;& ‘t wx X UHx and wx X FKx C Wx X UKx for all x in X. 
{iv) % refines ,{ (X X Y) - H, (X X Y) - K ) . 
Hence X X Y is an F-product. Cl 
Proof of Theorezrt 6.4. Let H, and H, be disjoint closed subsets of 2c X Y. 
Let {qL”: G E A,, i E lV! } be a closed cover of X such that each CiLy is 
compact and {C‘,, .l a E Ai) is a discrete collection for each-i in N. 
Since X is I!:oliectionwise normal, for each i there is a discrete open 
collection {L iar : tit E Ai ‘) with Ci* C Li, for all ~1 in Ai. 
For each y in I” and each pair i,o~, it may be shown, using the compact- 
ness and normality of CiLy, 
a pair IMi(Y4’1 y Mix 
that there is an open neighborhood Vicyy ofy, 
closed subsets of, f 
2 ) of open subsets of X and a pair (Ki(,vl, Ki~~2 ) of 
with: 
(i) ~j~~~ C Mjllyi for i = 1, 2; 
(ii)Mi(YYjXVio~C(XXY)-_jforj=1,2; 
(iii) ~i;.(y =Kill 1 U ~i~~* C Miovl U ftf~ay~ C Li,. 
For each pair i, QI, { Vi,,: y E Y) is Bn open cover of the paracompact space 
Y and thus has a locally finite open refinement { Wiay : y E Y ). By [ 10, 
p. 1’71]., there is a closed cover {Gjcuv : JJ E Y } of Y with Ciay C Wiau C 
‘iay Bi>ir all y in 11 
I 
Now set 
c2ci = ~~‘4icuvi X w cuy ’ Cy ’ Ai, y ’ ‘, j = ’ ) 2 } ) 
I 
Let CEI = UiEN 311. afrd y = Ui~N pi. 
(i j Clearly each element of % is an open ret tangle and each eleme:nt 
of 3: is a closed rectangle which is contained in the corresponding ele- 
ment of ?c. 
(ii) Each %! . is locally finite: Given (x, y) in .A? X Y, let T be an open 
neighborhood.ad 3: intersecting OII~JI the element Li(y of ILio,’ ar E Ai}, 
and let Z be an open neighborhood of y intersecting only n e1e.ment.s of 
w . : y E Y ). Then T XZ is an open neighborholod of (x, _v) intersect- 
ing ‘Zl y 2r1 elements; of ‘2. 
(iii) Each element of <E is contained in either (Iy x I’) -H, or (X x y) -j~z: 
In particular, M& 
(iv) 5F covers 
i X Wiay c (X X Y) - JY . 
Y X ‘Y: Given (x, y ) ill X x’ Y, there is a pair i, a, wit+ x E Ci, . 
Then there must be a I?’ in Y with v E Gio,+ Then .Y E K>a,,+j forj = 1 or 
l - 
I - 2, and hence (x, y 1-E iV,.or ,i X G: ” 
. 
, . 
By (i)-(iv), X X Y is an $proddgl q 
7. Counterexamples and qpen questions 
To see that the c~~nditions of the theorems ic. this paper are close to 
the wt:akest possible, cons:lder the following three counterexamples and 
compare them with our thzorems. 
CountewxampBe 7.1. The Sorgenfrey line S (the real numbers topologizedj 
so that sets of the form [/I, q) are the basic open sets) is hereditariiy Lindl:- 
liif, is T, and has the G,-property. Hence it is paracompact, screenable 
and collectionwise normal as well. However, S ES is neithe.r paracutnpact, 
metacompact, nor sc:menaMe. See [ 2 Ii, p. 1031 or the index of 17 1 for 
most of the details. Compare this counterexample with Theorems 3.3(b, 
c, d), 4.2 and 4.4. 
Counterexample 7,2., The t,:xample given by Michael (see [ 151 or [ 2 I, 
p. 1 OS] ) of a separable mel.ric space and a para:compact T, space whose 
product is riot normal should be compared with Theorems 3.3(b) and 4.1 e 
Counteaexampie 7.3. The well-known ordinal spaces W and W* (see I.2 t 3 
p. 681, the index of [ 73 CN [I 12, Example 3.1 J ) have certain strong prop- 
erties. IV* is ;:i compact T, space and W is countably compezt, normal. 
and T, -- thus W is colliectictnwislcs normal and countabRy subparacomptxct. 
The product W X W*, however, is not even subnormal, and hence not 
normal, collec tionwise normal or countably subpar#acompact. Compare 
this counterexample with Theorems 5.2 and 5.7. 
Counterexample 7.4. Bn [ I 1 Alster and Engelking present a paraeornp.sct 
space X such that X X:.X is /not subparacompact. Cornpare this coar 
example with Theorems Xlia) and 4.3. 
16 T.&L Kwner / The prodt4ct of two topological sptms 
The following prol’kms in the product 3f two spaces have not been 
solved to the best knowledge of the author. 
Question 7.5. IS the product of twa CLW:~JW metacompact spaces 
necessarily countably metacompact ? 
Question 7.6. Is the product of a Nagata spxe with a perfectly normal 
space necessarily normal? 
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